INNO V ATIO N

GPS Receiver
System Noise

consi ts of more-or- Ie s equal contributions
of different color. We can express the relatio n. hip between power, temperature, and
bandwidth a.

Richard B. Langley

where p is the thermal noise power, k is
Boltzmann 's constant (1.380662 X 10- 23
joules [a joule is equal to a watt-second] per
kelvin), Ti s the temperature in kelvin , and B
is the bandwidth in hertz.
How much power are we talkil1g about?
Consider a re istor at room temperature (T =
290 K). Tbe avai lable power from the noise
voltage in a I-MHz bandwidth is 1.380 662
X 10- 23 X 290 X 106 '" 4 X 10- 15 watt .
Small indeed . But in considering the possible
noise effect on signal use, we must compare
the noise power with the ava il abl e sig nal
power. The power a received radi o ignal
generate at an antenna's terminals can be
quite small. For example, the GPS C/ A-code
signal generate only about 10- 16 watts!

Un ivers ity o f New Brunswi ck

(Note correction to absolute zero temperature.)

How well a GPS receiver peiforms - that is,
how precisely it call measure the pseudorange
and carrier phase -largely depends all how
much noise accompanies the signals in the
receiver's trackillg loops. The more liaise, the
worse the pelfo/7/wnce. This liaise either
comes from the receiver elecrrollics itself or is
picked up by the receiver's antenna. In this
month's article, we '1/ take a look ar noise,
discuss irs causes, and assess irs effect 0 11 rhe
GPS observables.
"fnnovaTion" is a regular column fea turillg
discussions about recent advances ill GPS
technology and its applications as well as
aboUl the fundamentals of GPS positiolling.
The column is coordinaTed by Richard Langley
of the Depa/'tmenr of Geodesy alld GeomaTics
Engineering ar the Universiry of New
Brunswick, who appreciates receiving your
comrnents as well as suggestiolls of topics for
f uture columns. To contact him. see the
"Columnists" section on page 4 of this issue.

GPS receivers are not perfect device - they
cannot mea ure the GPS ob ervables wi th
lnfinjte precision. They are always subjected
to some level of noise that contaminates the
ob ervations.
What do we mean by noise? The common
usage of the word is to describe a loud, harsh,
or undesired sound . But the concept of noise
extends to electrical signals too. whether or
not those signals are meant for our ears. A
more app licable defini tion would be any
unwanted di sturbances, superimpo ed on a
signal, that tend to obscure a ignal's usefulness or information content. So, in addition
to the static or hi ssing that can emanate from
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stereo speakers, we have, for example, the
"snow" on a telev ision screen and "bit hits"
in data lransmi ion .
In radi o-based communication and navigation ystems, noise originate, from vari ou
sources: the equipment itself; other electrical
dev ices such as radio transmitters, microwave ovens, motor , relays, ignition systems.
and li ght dimmers; and natural terre trial and
ex traterrestrial sources. We often call noise,
particularly if it is from a human-made device, radi o-frequency (RF) or elec tromagnetic interference.
This month. we wi ll onsider only noise
generated by natural causes and by the
receiver itself and save the subject of interfe rence for a future article. Natural noi e
source usually determine a receiver s minimum detectable or usable signal levels when
it is operatin g in an environment free of
human-made noise sources. The e ources
playa major role in detelll1in ing receiver perform ance. In thi s article, we will first examine the origin of noi e and how we quanti fy
it, then a ses the effect of noise on pseudorange and carrier-pha e measurements.
THERMAL NOISE

The most basic kind of electrical noise is produced by the random movement of electrons
in any conductor (incl uding electronic components such a the re istor and semiconductors in a GPS receiver) with a tem erature
above absolute zero (0 K or 273.16 °C . We
designate the resulting electromoti ve force or
voltage thermal noise (or thermal agi tation
noi e, re i tor noi e. or Johnson noise after
1.B. Johnson, who analyzed it in 1928).
if we measure the voltage, we would see
that it flu ctuates rapidly, al ternating in sign,
such that the mean or average i zero. Yet the
power associated with it - which i proportional to the integral of lbe square of the voltage - al though small, i nonzero.
This avail able noise power. it turns out, is
proportional to the conductor's absolute temperature. The noise occupie a broad frequency spectrum, and it power in a given
pa sband is independent of tbe passband 's
center frequency. We refer to such noise as
white noise In analogy to white li ght. whicb

p= kTB

[I]

ANTENNA NOISE

The electron randomly moving in a conductor produce not only noise voltage, but al 0
electromagnetic radi ati on. In fact, all objects
at temperatures above absolute zero radiate
electromagnetic waves and may al 0 ab orb
or refl ect lncident radiation. A perfect (hypothetical) ab orber is called a black body - it
ab. orbs all lbe incident radiation at all frequencies. The radiation energy hea ts the
body to a parti cul ar tem perature th at is
dependent on the radiation frequency.
A black body is also a perfect radi alor. It
emits a continuous radi ation spectrum, with a
brightne s in the radi o wavelength region
given by
[2]
where f is frequency, k is Boltzmann 's constant, Ti tbe body's temperature, and c is the
vacuum speed of li ght. If we could build a
black body in the form of a box and place an
antenna in it. the anten na would ab orb the
radiati on emitted by the box walls and generate a noise power-per-ullit bandwidth equal
to kT - tbe same amount generated at the
terminals of a re istor at temperature T. So.
we can use the black body concept to characterize any electromagneti c radiati on intercepted by an antenn a in term of the
temperature of the black body that would
have produced the same noise power.
Electromagnetic Radiation. A GPS receivel"
an tenna, like that of any radio receiver, picks
up a certain amount of noi e in the form of
nat urally produced electromagneti c radi ation. Thi s radi ation comes from the ky, the
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ground, and objects iLl the antenna's viclnity.
Tbe sky noise has two mai n components.
The tlrst, co mic noi e i caused by the random electromagnetic radiation emitted by the
un , the MiJky Way galaxy , and other discrete cosmic object . Radiation left over from
the Big Bang that gave birth to the uni ver e
some 10 bi lLi on years 0 1' . 0 ago also contribute a little to tbi s noise. The seco nd
source of sky noi e is caused by the eaJth 's
atmosphere. The radi ation from these ource
i not confi ned to a narrow range of frequencies but ex tends over large porti on of the
radio spectrum. We CaJl ex press the power of
the radiation received from these sources in
watts, but we find it more convenient to treat
the radiation a if it were of thermal origin
(whether or not that' actually the case) and
expre s the power in term of an equivalent
brighlness le/llperQl/lre.

NeaJ' tbe GPS frequen cies, the ga lac ti c
radiation noise temperature i quite small about 10 K. The residual Big Bang radiation
noise temperature i even smaller - 2.7 K.
The sun. however. i quite bri ght at radio frequencie ; at the GPS frequencie . it has an
equi valent black body temperature of about
80,000 K during low solar acti vity (the quiet
or undisturbed sun). During high olar acti vity (the disturbed sun ), this value can be a
great as perhaps 10,000.000 K. Interestingly
enougb, although the temperatures are quite
hi gh, solaJ' radi ati on affects GPS performance negligibl y, as we will see shortly.
The atm osphere i a source of noise
becau e of its radi ati on absorption. In the
1- IO-GHz frequency raLlge, tile noise temperature from atmospheric absorpti on varies
from about 2 K at the zenith to about 90 K at
the borizon. The actual value depend on factors such a tbe atmosphere' temperature
profile and water-vapor concentration. Lightning from thunderstorms also produces electromagnetic radi ati on (sometimes ca ll ed
atm o pheri cs ) bUl the n o i ~e level drop
rapidl y with increasing frequency and is
insignificant at the GPS frequencies.
The ground and objects in the vicinity of
the antenn a al 0 radi ate energy. The noi se
temperature of th is radi ati on i approx imately equal to the ground or object s actual
temperature willi a typical value of 290 K.
ANTENNA TEMPERATURE

The sky and ground noise is intercepted by a
GPS receiver's aJltenna along with the GPS
. ignal . The amount of noise poweI' from a
particular source actual ly intercepted by an
antenna - be it tile ky, ground . or another
obj ect - depend on the directi on from
which the elec tromagnetic waves arri ve and
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the gain of the antenna in tbat direction.
If the source of temperature T does not
extend over me entire aJltenna recepti on pattern , the detected noise power, and hence
temperature, will be less. Thi detected temperature i. called the allienna l e/llpercllure. If
the antenna i. a hypothetical i otropic type,
with unit ga in in all dlrecti on , then th e
antenna temperature i given by
- Qs
T" -T
4n a

g

[3]

where Q s is tbe olid angul ar extent of the
noi e source, aJld Ta ,,/! is the average noise
temperature of the source across the aJltenna
reception pattern.
For the broad background sky noise and for
the ground noi e, Q s is 2n teradians, making
the corresponding antenna temperature about
one-half the average temperature over the
source. The un subtends an angle of about 0.5
degrees so the correspondin g i oU'opi c
antenna temperature at GPS frequencies is
less tban 0.5 K when the sun is qu iet and only
6 K at most wben the un i disturbed.
GPS Antennas. Real GPS antenn a are typically omnidirecti onal. Such an aLltenna has
an essentiall y nondirect ional pattern in
azimuth and a directional pattern in elevation
angle. At the zenith, the antenna typically ha
a fe w decibels of ga in with respect to an
isotropic antenna. The gai n graduaUy drops
dow n to a few decibels below th at of an
isotropic antenlla at an elevation angle of 5
degrees or o. The resulting ky noise contri bution to the antenna temperature therefore
will be a Jjttle differellt from those calcul ated
fo r an isotropic antenna but will be in the
same ball paJ·k.
A GPS antenna has sidelobe and backlobes that "look" at the warm earth . However, the gain of the e lobe ' i typically quite
small, so a zenitb-poi.oti.og antenna ees onJ y
a small fraction of the ground noi se temperature (but i.ocJjne the antenna away from the
zenith, and it wilJ see more ground noi e).
The vaJ'iou contributi ons to antenna temperature add algebraically. and a typical GPS
antenna temperature might be around 130 K.
Thi aJllenna temperature is the equivalent
noise temperature of the antenn a. If me
antenna is replaced with a re i tance equal to
the an tenn a' impedance and cooled or
heated' up until it produces as much thermal
noise a. the anteml a does when connected,
then the res i tance' s temperatu re i the
antenna's noise temperature. So the antenna
noise temperature, To is a measure of the
noise power produced by the antenna; it is
Ilot the actual physical temperature of the
aLltenna materi al.

SYSTEM NOISE

The antenna noi e temperature i one of two
component contributing to the overall sys,
lem I/.oise performance of a GPS receiver,
which is a fig ure of merit of the whole receivin g sy tem. The other co mponent is llie
receiver' eq ui valent noi e temperature,
which i a combination of cable 10 . es and
the noise internally generated in tbe receiver.
Cable Loss. The antenna noise temperature,
Ta' must be corrected for the contribution by
the cable between the alltenlla and the
receiver or antenna preamplifier lnput. The
cable i a "10. sy" device: A signal traveling
through it i attenuated. But not onJy doe a
los y component reduce the signal level, it
also adds to the noise. We can how that if L
is the total loss in the cable (power in divided
by power out; L> I), then the total antenna
temperature i given by

where To is the cable' aJl)bient temperature.
Alternatively, we may write this as
T "nI

= aT" + (I -

a )T II

[5]

where lX, tbe fractional attenuation (0- 1), is
just the inver e of L. This equation is of the
arne form as the equation of radiati ve traJlSfer found ill phy ic . In fact, the phy ics of
emi ion and absorption of electromagnetic
radiation by a cl oud of matter is simi lar to the
emi ss ion aJld absorption tiling pl ace in an
antenna cable.
Receiver Temperature. A receiver' noise temperature, T" is that of a noise source at the
input of an idea l noi. ele s receiver that
wo uld produce the same level of output noise
a. the actual receiver's internal noise.
Ln tead of speclfyi.og the receiver'. noi e
temperature, we can use the lI oise Jaclor. F.
where
[6]

and where N OIII is the output noise power of
the receiver, G its gai n, and B it effecti ve
baJldwi dth . If a noise source connected to the
receiver input has a noise temperature of To,
the output 's noise power is given by
NoUi = Gk ToB + GkTrB = Gk (To +Tr)B. [7]

So that

[8]
Typi cally, To is taken to be the standard reference temperature of 290 K. Jf T, i also 290
K, for example, then F = 2. We can conve-
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nientl y expres the noise fac tor in deci bels
(dB ), allowing us to correctly refer to it a a
lIoise fig ure. For our example. the noi e figure i 3.0 1 dB . ote that the teml "noise figure" i often used arbitrari ly for both th e
noise factor and it. logarithm .
Radio receivers. incl uding GPS receivers.
are typica ll y co n ·tructed as a num ber of
stages, each with it , own gain, contri buting
it own noise, and interconnected by cables
or other circuitry, A GPS rece iver might
have. for example, a preamplifier in a eparate antenna unit' ba, e. conn ected to the
receive r by a coaxia l cable. Within the
recei ver proper. further 'rages of amplification exist. The total receiver temperature referenced to the input of the fir. t amplifi er
stage i given by

antenna' base. dominate, the receiver noise
temperature. Any losse after thi s first ampl ifi cation . tage are reduced proportional to th is
rage's gain.lf thi gain is high enough. tben
we can wrire to a good approx imation

Assuming a value of Til = 130 K. L , = 1.1,
and a noise figure of the preamplifier of 1.5
dB (Fj = 1.4 1). we get a value for Ts\'.I' of a
GPS receiving ystem of 11 8 + 26 + ' 119 =
263 K. The corresponding noise power densi ty is 3.63 x 10-21 warts per henz, Or. in logarithmic measure, -204 dBW -Hz.
CARRIER·TO·NOISE DENSITY RATIO

We now have a mea ure of the noise leve l
that can conta minate a GPS observation. and
191 we can compare it with the power of a GPS
signal. In the ab 'ence of any GPS signal. the
I + L2IF]- 1 +G - ~r L3-1 +.. ·lllll·
receiver and its assoc iated antenna and preWe can refer the receiver noise to the ,1I1tenna amplifier will detect a certainnoi e power, N.
terminal. iJ we choose. by mUlt iplyin g by We can u, e the ratio of tbe power of a
L /' ote that rbe lo, sand noi e factor of the received ignal. S, and the noi e power. N,
fi rst tage, say the prea mpLi fier in the mea ured at the same time and place in a cir_ To

_I

T, - LI[L I - I + L IIF I - I + G IIL1 -

cui t as a measure of ignal trength. Obviously, the larger the SIN value, the lronger
the signal .
We usuall y make signal- to-noi e measurements on signal at baseband (the band occupied by a signal after demodul ation). At radio
and intermediate frequencie (RF and IF), we
comm onl y de cribe the signal leve l with
re pectto the noise level using the carrier-lOIloise-po\lle r -dell siry rario, c/Nrr Thi is the
ratio of the power level of the signal carrier to
the noi e power in a I-Hz bandwidth . It i a
key p<U'ameter in analyzing GPS recei ver performance and directl y affects the precision of
the receiver' s pseudorange and carri er-phase
observati ons.
The ex pec ted mi nim um received CfAcode ignal level i - 160 dB. Th i i the signallevel referenced to a O-dB gai n. i otropic.
circularl y polmi zed antenna. As mentioned
earli er. an actu al GPS receiver omn idi recti onal antenna may have a fe w decibels of
gain near the zenith <Uld negati ve gain at very
low elevation angles with respect to a O-d Bic
antenna. Also, I or 2 dB of cable and circuit
10 . e, will occur. So we may take - 160 dBW
as a strawman minimum carrier power level.
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To determine the noi e power density, we u e
the ystem temperature as described earlier.
Using the va lue of - 160 dBW for th e
received CIA-code camer power and ignoring ignal gain ' and los es in the antenn a,
cable and rece iver, and using the value of
-204 dBW-Hz for the noise density. we have
a val ue for the canier-[Q-noi e-densi ty ratio
of about 44 dBW-H z. Actually. c/No values
experienced in practice will vary a bit from
thi value. Thi variation wi ll depend on the
atellite tran mjller' actual power output:
cha nge in the space los (caused by the
pread ingof the ignal in space) with varyi ng
di stance between satell ite and receiver; difference in satelLite and receiver antenna gai n
with elevation angle and azimuth of arri ving
ignal: ignal 10 se in th e preamplifi er,
antenna cabl e. and receiver: and a . mall
increa e in effective noise caused by the ignal s of the other satell ite in view.
All GPS satellites launched thus far have
tran mitted at levels where the received
power has exceeded the minimum specified
level by as much a 5 or 6 dB . Nomi nal CINo
value are. therefore. usuall y above 45 dB Hz, and most modern Iligh-performance GPS

receiver. typically ex perjence values of 50
dB-Hz or so.
Note that even a very strong CIA -code . ignal with a level of - 150 dBW at the antenna
termjnals is buri ed in th e ambient noise
whi ch in the approxi mately 2- MHz CI Acode bandwidth, ha a power of - 141 dBW .
ome 9 dB tronger than the ·ignal. Of
course. the signal is rai ed out of the noi e
through the recei ver' s code-correlation
process. A GPS receiver' process or spreading gain i theoretically the ratio of the tran mi tted signal's bandwidth to the navigation
message data rate. For the CIA-code ignal.
thi works out to be about 43 dB . So, after
despreadi ng, the SIN of the navigati on mesage bits for a very strong signal would be
abou t 34 dB. Ac tuall y, depending on a
receiver' parti cul ar approacb to proce sing
the GPS ignals. the processing gain could be
a few decibel less than the theoretical value.
The c/No value determines, in part, how
well the receiver' tracking loops can track
the ignal and hence how precisely the
rece iver obtains pseud orange and carrier
phase observations. in the fo ll ow ing discussion. we will consider only the effect of noise
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CODE·TRACKING LOOP

The code-tracking loop - or delay lock loop,
DLL - jitter for an early/late one-cbjp- pacing correlator is given by
O'DLL =

L [
aB1+ -2
- -] ,"-<

T CI ll O

CI ll O

rII]

where 0: is the dimensiorue s DLL di criminator correlator factor ( I for a time- hared taudither early/late correlator. 0.5 for dedicated
early and late correlators): BL is the equi valent
code loop noi e bandwidth (Hz): cillO is the
carri er-to-noise density expressed as a ratio
(=IO(C/Nol/ IO for c/No expressed in dB -Hz); T
i the predetection illlegrati on time (in ecand. ; T is the in ver e of tbe predetectiol1 bandwidth or. in older receiver. . the po tcorrelator
IF bandwidth); and '\ ' i the wavelength of the
PR N code (29.305 meter fo r the P-code;
293.05 meters fo r the CIA-code). The econd
term in th brackets in equation rIII represents the so-called squaring loss.
Typical BL values for modern receivers
range from less than I Hz to several Hz. If the
code loop operate independ entl y of the
carrier-track in g loop, tben the code loop
band wid th need ' to be wi de enough to
accommodate receivel' dynamics. However,
if an e Limate of the dynam.ics fro m the carrier-tracking loop aid the code loop. then lhe
code loop can majntain lock without a wide
bandwidth. Becau e the code loop bandwidth
onl y need to be wide enough to track the
ionospheri c di vergence betwee n pseudorange and cartier phase, it is not uncommon
for carri er-aided receivers to have a code
loop bandwidth on the order of 0.1 Hz.
ote that BL in equation [II] is not nece ari ly the code loop bandwidth. U lhe
receiver or external . oftware pelforms postmea urement smoothing (or filtering) of the
pseudoranges using the much lower Lloi e
carrier-pha e observations, then
B_1
L-

2T s

[12)

where Ts is the moothing interval .
The predetecti on integration time. T. is
typically 0.02 seconds (the navigati on mesage data bit length). Increasing Treduce. the
squaring 10 . which can be advantageou in
weak- ignal situation . .
For moderate to strong ignals (ClNo::: 35
dB -Hz), equation [II J i well approx imated by

i

aBL ,

O' DLL '" , ,- - "-c .
I c/ no
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on code and carrier-tracki ng loop
dard code-correlating receiver.
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U ing thi approximation witb a = 0.5,
CINo =45 dB-H z, and 8 L =0.8 Hz, (JDLL for
the CIA-code i 1.04 meter . The SIN in the
code-tTacking loop approx imately equ aLs
cill O di vided by 8 L' For our exampl e, thi s
work out to be about 46 dB.
The mO'1 recentl y developed bigh-performance GPS receivers use narrow correlators
in whicb the pacing between the earl y and
late versions of the receiver-generated reference code i Ie s th an one chip. For sucb
receivers, we can rewrite eq uation [ 13] for
signal s of nominal strength a
(J OL L '"

a BLd

-

-

c/ no

Ac

[1 4]

wbere d is the correlator spacing in chips. For
a spacing f 0.1 chip. and with the same value ' for tbe other parameters as used for the
evaluation of the one chip correlator, (JOLL
for tbe CIA-code i. 33 centimeters. With
postmeasurement moothing, a receiver can
further reduce thi jitter.
CARRIER· TRACKING LOOP

The analys is of the jitter in the carrier-tracking loop of a GPS receiver proceeds in a similar mall11er a that for the c de-tracking loop.
to fac l. the ex press ion fo r the jitter in a
Costas-t ype pbase lock loop ha. the sa me
form as tbat for the code-tracki ng loop:
(J PLL =

-Bp
-[ I +

cl no

1 ] -A
2T c/ no 2TC

1151

where 8 p i the carrier loop noise bandwidtb
(Hz) A idle wavelength of the carrier. and
the other ymbols are the same as before. 8 p
must be wide enough for the tracking loop to
follow the receiver dynamic. For mo t geodetic appli cation . for example the receiver
is stationary, so we can u e bandwidth, of 2
Hz or less. However. a u'acking loop with
such a narrow bandwidtl, mi ght have problem foll ow in g rapid vari ati ons in ph ase
cau ed by the ionosphere. Some receivers
adjust the loop bandwidth dynami call y
or aJl ow the user to sel the band widtb
manuall y.
For signal of nominal trength , equation
[15] i well approximated by
(J PLL

=

I Bp

~

~ c/ no 2TC

[1 6]

Using thi s approx imation with CINa= 4 - dBHz and 8 p = 2 Hz, (JPLL fo r the LI carrier
pha, e i 0.2 mi llimeter. We can approximate
the SIN in the carri er-tracking loop in the
same manner as for the code-tracking loop.
For our example thi s equals about 42 dB .

CONCLUSION

Noise i sometbin g we usuall y try to get
away from in our everyday lives. And as we
bave een in thi s brief arti cle, noise i ometbing we should al 0 try to avoid in GPS
recei ving system.. The level of GPS receiving equipment system noi e determine , in
part, how precisely pseudoranges and carrier
phases can be mea ured . Although we can' t
control much of tbe antenna noi e cau ed by
natural faclor , we can minimize the overall
ystem noise by en uring tbat the receiver
noi e - principally that of tbe antenna preamplifier - is acceptably maLi .
We should al 0 be aware that if we perform a zero-baseline test to asse the noi se
level of a GPS receiver' mea urements, simply splitting the ignaJ from the antenna preamplifier and feedin g it directl y into the
antenn a inputs of a pair of receiver will not
provide an acc urate indi cation of receiver
perform ance level. The preamplifi er. ky,
and ground noises dominate the receiver sy tem noise budgel, and a con venti onal
zero-base lin e arrangement simpl y differs
these noise so urce. away, resulting in
an overl y optimisti asses ment of receiver
performance . •
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For a giscussion of an appropriate method
for assessing GPS receiver noise, see
• "Measuring GPS Receiver Performance:
A New Approach," by S. Gourevitch, in
GPS World, Vol. 7, No. 10, October 1996,
pp. 56-62.

MotionPaK

A Compact,
Six-Degree-of-Freedom
Motion Sensing Package
If you need reliable, rugged ,
instrumentation for motion
control or measurement take
a look at the MotionPak . This
instrument cluster feature
three solid tate gyro , three
accelerometer and built-in
power regulation in an ea yto-mount package. Simp le
high level analog output , high
bandwidth signal s and virtually
no cross axi sensitivity ensure
reliable re ults with your
system.

Put the MotionPak. to Work:

o
o
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o
o
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Augment GPS Navigation
Heave Compensation
Improve Sonar Mapping
Stabilize Cameras
Ship & Buoy instrumentation
ROY Navigation
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If it moves, MotionPak it!
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